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makes I * impossible while e strengthens the likelihood
that c * is a valuable clue. And so on. Throughout we
work with our own equipment of insight, knowledge and
store of experience; only practice and sound all-round
education can improve our power of sifting evidence.
(3) Finally, we reach a judgement—in daily life some-
what in the form of ' because of certain indisputable facts
I have come to the conclusion that A is B *. But through-
out the process, each time a fact has been rejected, recon-
sidered or accepted, a decision had been made. Psycho-
logically it is interesting to note how great a part temper-
ament and general make-up play in the sifting process.
One man reaches his conclusion rapidly and cannot wait
even to make a thorough investigation of the facts; often
his conclusion is obviously unsatisfactory and he has to
go over the ground again generally with some such com-
ment as * I have forgotten to consider'. Another seems
unduly meticulous and occasionally very trying in his
insistence on knowing all the facts before he pronounces
judgement. Nor must that fairly large class of people
who have no respect for evidence as such and want above
all things to demonstrate the correctness of a feeling
be ignored, for it is they who remind educators how
important are standards in judgement.
methods of reasoning
A judgement is said to be reached through an inductive
or deductive process of reasoning, according to which
method of investigation has predominated. The process
of Induction is fully described in any book on Formal Logic
or Scientific Method. Briefly, it is that process of discovery
by which a general conclusion, or generalization, is reached
as a result of the investigation of certain data. Thus
the Binet-Simon investigation of the facts which average
children of a given age knew, quite apart from their normal

